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Castle jungle world run 4

This article is about a video game. For this series, see Play The Temple (Series). 2011 3D Runner Endless Temple Video Game RunApp IconDeveloper (s) Imangi Studios [1] Publisher (s) Imangi Studios[1] Artist [s] Kiril Tchangov[1]Series RunTemple Engine Run (iOS) Unit (Android) [2] Platform (s) iOS Android PhoneReleaseiWW:
August 4, 2011[3] AndroidWW: March 27, 2012[4]Windows PhoneWW: March 27, 2013[5]Genre (s) RunnerMode (s) Single Temple Player Run is a 3D playvideo game that was developed and published by Imanji Studios. The player controls the explorer who got an old relic and ran from the demonic monkeys who are chasing him. The
game was initially released for iOS devices on August 4, 2011, and later introduced on Android and Windows Phone 8 systems. The game was commercially successful with positive reviews from critics. The success of the game led to the sequel Temple Run 2. Collaborate with Disney to create Temple Run: Brave and Temple Run: Oz,
the third spin-off in development by Scoppelley entitled, Temple Run: Treasure Hunters as a three-match video match. Temple Run also received activity books and board game, with Warner Bros. Studios talking with Imanji Studios of possible film adaptation. The success of the game has also inspired many similar games that take their
own twist but also replica games that copy temple play running and the iconic brand of the original. Play ing from Temple Run in Temple Run, the player controls either Dangerous Guy, Explorer, Scarlett Fox, Escape Artist, Barry Bones, City Cop, Karma Lee, Fastest Runner in the Far East, Montana Smith, the second greatest explorer
ever (referring to Indiana Jones being the greatest explorer), Francisco Montoya, the Spanish conqueror, or Zack Wonder, a football star. The chosen character will embark on an adventure to find the ancient golden idol and the value of the Aztec temple. They will not realize that the temple is inhabited by a family of satanic monkeys who
want to devour them. As the game is an endless running game, there is no end to the temple. The player plays until the character collides in a big obstacle, falls into the water or is overtaken by demon monkeys. While the character is running, the player can swipe left or right to move the character to both sides of the screen to collect
coins and/or avoid obstacles. There are three types of coins that can be found while the character is running: gold, red and blue. Gold coin will only add one coin to the number of total player coins. Red coins are worth two coins, while blue coins are worth three. Coins can be used to buy and then upgrade power-ups and/or other
characters. It can also be purchased by the player through in-app purchases with payments of actual money. When the player needs to turn left or right, the touch screen can be passed in the opposite direction. If the player wishes to jump over an object, the screen can be passed to the top; To slide under an object, the screen can be
scrolled down. The development of Temple Run, programmed and produced by husband and wife team Keith Shepherd and Natalia Luckyanova with Art is designed by Kirill Tchangov. [1] It took a total of four months to develop the game. [6] Development began after the financial failure of the previous game studio Imangi, Max Adventure
and that game was used to model temple running controls. Imangi Studios wanted to make a quick game with the simplest controls in return from Max Adventure dual analog controls. Keith started the first prototype with making a game where the character is always running and can be controlled by rotating the environment from top to
bottom perspective. This idea was cancelled due to severe dizziness during the test. To fix the problem, restrictions have been added so that players can make only 90 degree turns and the perspective be fixed behind the character. [7] When it comes to the aesthetics of the game, multiple ideas were conceived but eventually settled on
the character to run on a path resembling the Great Wall of China or the Aztec Temple. After the temple's design was enhanced, Imanji Studios questioned the player's personal motivation to run down without any breaks and came up with the idea of something chasing him. Imanji Studios was originally the aliens of Max's adventure as an
element. [8] Kirill created the evil demon design and gave them skull masks because of his desire to add skulls in the games in which he participated. [6] Natalia at first did not like having a devil chasing character the player found them terrifying. Keith and Kirill, however, loved evil demon monkeys and persuaded Natalia to stay in the final
product. Natalia later admitted that they were right and that he added instant and adrenaline. [7] Coin and gems mechanic was originally different colored gems where the player would get a different bonus depending on what was getting a combination of gems, similar to poker hand ratings but proved very difficult to achieve and
cancelled. [8] Natalia mentioned coins and the gems were particularly frustrating to add to the game that was removed at some point during the development, but were added again because of the team missing from them. [7] The game was released on the Store on August 4, 2011. [3] The game was originally for 99 cents to remove, but
was converted to Freemium before December 2011. [9] After a release of his sequel Temple Run 2, the game assigned to Temple Run: Classic. [11] On January 12, 2012, Imanji Studios announced on temple run Facebook that the game would be released for the Android platform in February. [12] The game was launched on Google Play
on March 27, 2012, a month later than expected. [13] As temple run was originally released with custom, and flexible engine on iOS, there were some difficulties when it was ported to Android, mainly related to the use of the unit game engine. The game often Sometimes causing the devices to overheat, draining battery life very quickly.
[15] This led to generally unfavorable reviews. [16] On March 27, 2013, the game was released for Windows Phone 8. [5] A copy of the arcadewas developed by the coastal amusement parks and released in 2012. [17] The Roar version was stopped some time yet. [18] Related media in November 2013, The Hollywood Reporter reported
that Warner Bros. Pictures and producer David Heyman were in talks with Imanji Studios to make a film version of Temple Run. [19] In July 2014 a series of Fantasy Temple Run and Book Activity was published by Egmont Publishing. This series is called Run for Your Life, with the first four titles called Jungle Trek, Death Lagoon, Arctic
Rescue and Pyramid Danger. The series is your choice of end series aimed at fans of the game and books like Monster Quest. Book activity, temple run load is formed like a tablet and includes information running the temple, character features, mazes and brain teasers. [20] The popularity of receptions and accolades since its initial
release on the app store has increased, and the game's popularity has risen,[22] so much so that Imanji Studios has become more popular than Zynga. [23] In the iTunes Store, the game was included in the top 50 apps downloaded in December 2011,[24] and eventually became the number one free iOS app in the Store. It also reached
the top site of the iOS revenue app. [25] The Android version was downloaded a million times within three days of its release. [26] As of June 2014, Temple Run and Sequel have been downloaded more than 1 billion times. [27] The 2013 BOSA version won bronze medal awards for The Ultimate Games. [28] Critical response
ReceptionAggregate scoreAggatorScoreMetacritic80/100[29]review scoresScoreScoreGamezebo[30] IGN7.5/10[31]Pocket Gamer[2] 33] TouchArcade[32] 148Apps[34] AppSpy4/5[35] Slide to Play4/4[36] AwardPublicationShorty was generally well received temple run. The iOS version holds a total score of 80 out of 100 on metacritic
based on 10 reviews. [29] Philip Levine of 148Apps praised the play but criticized the backgrounds; My big piles with temple running lies in the fact that the majority of the game scene seems the same. Yes, the scene does not change here and there, but most of the time, players run through ruined, temple paths that constantly look the
same. Everything begins to blur together after a while. [34] AppSpy Andrew Nesvadba was more than impressed, writing temple running intensifies and refines the endless runner for Dimension 3, giving players a unique and fun challenge that dominates like a dream. [35] TouchArcade's Nisa Campbell praised her move away from the
one-button jump control system for most endless runners, as well as the center of the game. Any endless runner worthy of the name will give you high tension situations and that again coerce. but temple run is probably the only one who also You feel like a bold archaeologist with a tendency to fatal situations. [32] Gamezebo's Green Art is
called the classic iPhone moment, and the addictive writing doesn't even describe the game accurately. Captivating gameplay as the game accelerates. Goals add goals that keep you playing. [30] Slide to andrew webster's praised gameplay upgrade system, 3D graphics, and controls, and concluded even if you think you're sick of
automatic runners, Temple Run proves that there's still a lot of life left in the genre. It matches the sheer thrill and intensity of Canabalt, but with a completely new theme and perspective. We all wanted to have Indiana Jones at some point, and now is your chance. [36] IGN's Justin Davis praised the depth of the game and the upgrade
system, which he felt was distinct from other endless runners, such as Canabalt and Robot Unicorn Attack. He concluded that Temple Run is a fast and honed iPhone experience. The combination of swiping and tilt controls give each session a frantic feeling [...] players craving new iOS time and the tail should give temple running a long
look. [31] PC Laarni Almendrala Ragaza magazine called the initial version of the fragile robot, with snappy navigation. [37] It is also included in mobile apps to keep children happy list. [38] Legacy imitators following the success of Temple Run, other developers created games of a similar style, such as Temple Guns, Temple Jump,[22]
Piggy Run, Zombie Run and Pyramid Run. [39] Amanji Studios co-founder Keith Shepard found it flattering that developers were inspired by the game to create interesting games that make it unique. [40] However, Shepard also found it frustrating when developers took the exact gameplay, iconic brands, and the use of assets from their
original game. [40] This led to many of the imitative games of indie developer Anton Sanlkov being removed from the up on. [41] Sequels and spin-offs more information: Temple Run (Series) was followed by Temple Running several sequels and spin-offs, becoming the first game in the Temple Run series. The second entry in the series is
Temple Run: Brave and Episodic based on the film, Brave. Released on Android and iOS on June 14, 2012. [42] [43] The third entry in the series Temple Run 2 is considered the direct complement to Temple Run. Temple Run 2 was released on iOS on January 16, 2013. [44] The fourth entry is Temple Run: Oz and is the second spin-off
in the series, now based on the film, Big And Strong Oz. Temple Run: Oz was released on [45] the fifth entry in the series is Temple Run VR and was released for the Samsung Gear VR headset on December 23, 2014. [46] References ^ b De Emanji Studio - About. Imanji Studios. Archived from the original on September 19, 2012.
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